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ABSTRACT
Segmentation is the operation that seeks to decompose a word image in a sequence of sub images. There are
two types of segmentation bottom up segmentation and top down segmentation. The first approach, is a called
bottom-up method, which starts by first segments the document into small blocks (marks), and then merges
them into bigger blocks. The second approach is called top-down method in that segment the document into
large blocks and then analyses them in order to achieve separation of the characters of the text blocks. This
paper deal with one of the top down method called Run Length smoothing algorithm used for segmenting the
postal document into destination address block. The RLSA used for detecting the non text part of postal
document. Using Piecewise projection method DAB is first segmented in lines and then line into words.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Run Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA) is a method that can be used for Block segmentation and text
discrimination. The method developed for the Document Analysis System consists of two steps. First, a
segmentation procedure subdivides the area of a document into regions (blocks), each of which should contain
only one type of data (text, graphic, halftone image, etc.). Next, some basic features of these blocks are
calculated. The basic RLSA is applied to a binary sequence in which white pixels are represented by 0’s and
black pixels by 1’s. The algorithm transforms a binary sequence x into an output sequence y according to the
following rules:
1. 0’s in x are changed to 1’s in y if the number of adjacent 0’s is less than or equal to a predefined limit C.
2. 1’s in x are unchanged in y .
For example, with C = 4 the sequence x is mapped into y as follows:
x:00010000010100001000000011000
y:11110000011111111000000011111
When applied to pattern arrays, the RLSA has the effect of linking together neighboring black areas that are
separated by less than C pixels. With an appropriate choice of C, the linked areas will be regions of a common
data type. The RLSA is applied row-by-row as well as column-by-column to a document, yielding two distinct
bit-maps. Because spacing of document components tend to differ horizontally and vertically, different values
of C are used for row and column processing. The two bit-maps are then combined in a logical AND
operation. Additional horizontal smoothing using the RLSA produces the final segmentation result. For
implementing RLSA algorithm take the Image of postal document. Postal automation is a topic of research
interest for last two decades and many pieces of published article are available towards postal automation of
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non-Indian languages documents .Several systems are also available for postal automation in USA, UK,
France, Canada and Australia. But no work has been done towards the automation of Indian postal system.
System development towards postal automation for a country like India is more difficult than that of other
countries because of its multi-lingual and multi-script behavior. Some people write the destination address
part of a postal document in two or more language scripts. For example, see Fig.1, where the Destination
address is written partly in Hindi script and partly in English. In India there is a wide variation in the types of
postal documents. Post-card, inland letter, special envelopes are sold from Indian post offices and there is a
pin-code box to write pin number and also some commercial envelopes with or without pin-code box. In some
documents find partial pin code instead of full pin-code and even no pin-code. In the proposed scheme, at
first, the document skew

is detected and corrected. Next, using Run Length Smoothing

Algorithm(RLSA)[16]

DAB
Fig.1. Example of bi-script postal document DAB
and characteristics of different components of postal document, non-text parts (postal stamp/seal etc.) are
detected and removed from the documents, Based on the positional information Destination Address Block
(DAB) is then located. Using a piece-wise horizontal projection method the DAB is segmented into lines and
by vertical histogram the lines into words. For segmentation here use top down approach in that segment the
document into large blocks and then analyses them in order to achieve separation of the characters of the text
blocks. The top-down approaches belongs the Projection profile method (PPM)[3]and methods based on runlength segmentation algorithm (RLSA)[1]. PPM is addressed with many disadvantages such as the sensitivity
of the document skew. On the other hand, the RLSA is the most powerful procedure for top-down block
segmentation. This technique is first introduced by Wong et al. and Wahl et al. and taken up again by Wang
and Shihari . It is a low complexity technique and can segment documents into rectangular blocks and then
classified them into text, graphics or more detailed objects.

II. IMAGE BINARIZATION AND NOISE REDUCTION
Binarization means digitization of image. Binarization of an Image is shown in fig 2. Binarize an image based
on the threshold value. Thresholding is an image processing technique for converting a grayscale or color
image to a binary image based upon a threshold value. If a pixel in the image has an intensity value less than
the threshold value, the corresponding pixel in the resultant image is set to black. Otherwise, if the pixel
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intensity value is greater than or equal to the threshold intensity, the resulting pixel is set to white. Thus used
an image with only 2 colors, black (0) and white (255) .

Fig.2. Binarization of Fig.1.

2.1.

Skew Detection

When a document is fed to the optical sensor either mechanically or by a human operator, a few degrees of
skew (tilt) is unavoidable. Skew angle is the angle that the text lines in the digital image makes with the
horizontal direction. Skew estimation and correction are important preprocessing steps of document layout
analysis and OCR approaches. One of the popular skew estimation techniques is based on projection profile of
the documents [5]. The horizontal/vertical projection profile is a histogram of the number of black pixels along
horizontal/vertical scan lines. For a script with horizontal text lines, the horizontal projection profile will have
peaks at text line positions and thorough at positions in between successive text lines. To determine the skew
of a document, the projection profile is computed at a number of angles and for each angle, a measure of
difference of peak and through height is made. The maximum difference corresponds to the best alignment
with the text line direction which, in turn, determines the skew angle.

III. SEGMENTATION
3.1.Postal Stamp Detection and DAB Detection
The binary image is processed to extract the postal stamp and other graphics parts present in the image. There
are many techniques for text/graphics separation. For removing the non text part( Postal seal and postal
stamp) and other graphical parts used the RLSA(Run Length smoothing algorithm). And From the positional
Information DAB is segmented from the document. RLSA algorithm is as follows
RLSA Algorithm
RLSA has three main steps
Step1: In the original image, RLSA is applied horizontally, row-by-row by using hsv and then vertically,
column-by-column with vsv.
Step2: After horizontal and vertical smoothing, we have two bit-maps,

which are next combined by a

logical AND operation to produce a new smoothing image.
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Step3: This image has small gaps that interrupt blocks of text lines, therefore, an additional horizontal
smoothing operation is performed by using a new suitable smoothing value ahsv.
Graphically it is shown in the fig 3.

a)

Binarization

b) Horizontal Smoothing

c)Vertical Smoothing

Fig . 3. Steps for RLSA

3.2. Line Segmentation
For a unconstrained document use piece-wise projection method[1]. In this method divide the text into
vertical stripes of width W. Width of the last tripe may differ from W. If the text width is Z and the number of
stripe is N then the width of the last stripe is [Z-W*(N-1)]. Next compute Piece-wise Separating Lines (PSL)
from each of these stripes. Compute row-wise sum of all black pixels of a stripe. The row where this sum is
zero is a PSL. Sometimes get a few consecutive rows where sum of all black pixels is zero. Then the first row
of such consecutive rows is the PSL. The PSLs of different stripes of a text are shown by black horizontal
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lines in Fig4(a). All these PSLs may not be useful for line segmentation. Choose some potential PSLs among
these. Compute the normal distances between two consecutive PSLs in a stripe. So if there are n PSLs in a
stripe we get n-1 distances. This is done for all stripes. Compute the statistical mode (MPSL) of such
distances. If the distance between any two consecutive PSLs of a stripe is less than MPSL remove the upper
PSL of these two PSLs. PSLs obtained after this removal are the potential PSLs. The potential PSLs of
Fig.4(a) are shown in Fig4(b). Note the left and right co-ordinates of each PSL for future use. By proper
joining of these potential PSLs get individual text lines.

(a) The strips with PSLs.

(b) The segmented lines.
Fig.4. Line segmentation

3.3. Word Segmentation
After a text line is segmented, it is scanned vertically. For Word Segmentation Connected Component
Labeling algorithm is used . Why labeling , as from the output known that this is PSL, but computer does not
understand that that’s why given label . After applying labeling getting border of words from this words are
separated from text document.

IV. CONCLUSION
There are various methods of segmentation technique but with RLSA getting the better output. Using the
RLSA algorithm getting 100% proper segmentation. By using the projection profile method word are
separated from the lines and characters are segmented from words.
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